Past life regression has been in the beginner section meditation in the JoS, since back in 2005, many people who entered the JoS were already coming from places with occult background and spiritual knowledge [much of it corrupted] and therefore this made it a popular meditation to want to attempt.

Most people who go into spirituality, that is the first task they want to achieve. Except of setting things on fire or something with Pyrokinesis after two weeks.

And that's really great of course. Yet it's always a good idea to properly go towards a goal to actually make it happen.

I have decided to move this meditation to another category [there will be two more categories other than power meditation], and any related practices that will be added on the JoS in next upcoming updates will be rife filled with actual methods of discovering soul wounds, abilities or powers stemming from past lifetimes and how to properly work with these.

The above, as one can see, is not really "power meditation". Meditations that increase power should be called power meditations. The first primary thing Spiritual Satanists need and have needed in the past to survive, was that we needed [and we will need even more] power. They have their place.

But there is a lot more into this, and it's going to be beautiful for many.

Now, since many people are not mentally mature, alongside other things, doing only power meditation while one’s mind, attention and so on remains small, can increase power a lot, yet people can be derailed on their understanding. A little pushing by the enemy and other psychological factors, and some go off the rails. If one keeps advancing, they tend to return, but not always.

Many Spiritual Satanists have suffered considerably by increasing exponentially a level of power with zero knowledge on how to utilize this level, causing the effect of owning a formula and not knowing how to drive it.

However, I have to describe the reality in regards to this meditation and how
"past life regression" really can affect someone.

Before this, I have to be specific that yes, remembering one's past lifetimes, working spiritually to fix past lifetime woes, all these matters are core in fixing and uplifting the soul or overcoming obstacles in this lifetime. Yet the points where this is possible and the major way this can be achieved will be explained here.

First and foremost, past life regression is not the only way to know about your past life or derive the most crucial information needed for your advancement. In reality, the past life regression meditation is only a small drop in the sea of other meditations and techniques one can use to find out about their past life issues in order to rectify their soul.

Now, most people who want to do this and are beginners, are naively going into a route that is most likely certain to cause self deception. Many are asking to see something they are not yet ready to see. 90% of this is psychological, and stems from the lower aspects of the mind which prompt people to deception.

The above can only be overcome by serious meditators. And by serious, I mean this. It can take decades for people to understand some self-deceptions. Alongside everything, the good old real world tends to prove a lot of these things by default. In the self deceptive states, people always avoid interactions with others, since this might unveil deception through doubt.

To give an example of how pointless this can be in beginners, I will explain. Oftentimes I have been hearing from people that they "saw" that they were with the Gods and wanting to specifically know the details. Sure, one's soul could have been.

The soul however, and our heart, is not really seeking these past "answers", but indeed the soul is moving towards its development onward [because the soul is moving towards the future]. In this lifetime, in simple words. In this sense, the wholeness of feeling of understanding, does not arise by looking at the past, but by acting in the present and the future.

All your present and past accumulated wrong dynamics, karmic dross and anything else, is reflected in your natal chart and life of this lifetime. By correcting these, you are correcting the past directly. This involves soul meditation on your soul which is… you. It has always been you.

What has remained with you here, and is still here from "these times"?
That you love the Gods and you again, in this lifetime, want to be with them, wanting to advance, and your own soul. That is the important thing. The details about this are not what is going to solve your primary longing, but indeed, just walking this path again in this lifetime.

Oftentimes, people who are emotionally or otherwise deficient in this lifetime, when they embark in meditations to look in their past lives and so on, will not see the Truth, but will rather see things of a possibly dubious nature. The reality and illusion here can be mixed. These illusions can reflect present day deficiencies in the soul, or they might even be real.

Lots of New Agers and other idiots self-lie themselves to oblivion. Regardless, it's humanly impossible for me to explain the vastness of true advancement versus nonsense pseudo-advancement. To this I have to say only one thing: Power, Wisdom, Influence etc, these are proof - not bogus claims by people.

Most people when they do regression, they tend to always think they were someone else, such as Alexander the Great, how every Native American was Montezuma, the list goes for any person and whatever grand personality. Rarely you will hear the contrary and the lesser and more imaginative the people, the worse this will get.

This is of course prevailing among the New Age crowd and other weak people too. As we are more enlightened and walk a better path than them, it's a good opportunity to stray from the necessity of extreme deception.

You don't need grand deceptions to advance. Believe whatever you want indeed. If you do not meditate, and don't prove anything, or have any actual powers, or whatever - you are nothing. You can believe you are everyone, as any man and woman on this planet are entitled to a self deceptive "truth" that is filled with falsehood.

Only the powerful will rise above this.

At the point we are now with popular human delusions, many also will see that they are Superman or other things which are mere compensations of emotional shortages in this lifetime.

The above is the straight up fact on this. Anyone can feel free to deny this of course. Life will answer for this long after I have.
I've lost track of how many "angels" and other people I have read the thoughts of online. Some even claim they are "Gods" or "Satan", or whatever else, John the Baptist. This situation is prevalent in many people getting into spirituality. Poor meditation, poor discipline, even worse "guides", lead to this nonsense.

Since many people are not initiated and/or hardly meditate, they perpetuate all sorts of lies in regards to finding about "past lives", leading many people who are already very weak and/or unacknowledged, into even more mistakes.

This generally comes from people who have done nothing in this lifetime, and many of these imaginations are compensations to compensate for emotional shortages within the soul. In a sense, that is only an extension of imagination present to idealize other things, and even worse, an inner tendency of people to place their mind anywhere, but be nowhere present near to the observed level.

For those who have "been someone" in a past life, I will not get on your experience, but rather explain what was my own case in regards to all this. The major discovery I had after about a very long time of extremely consistent, hardworking, and very pointed meditation is this: You don't need to know the nonsensical details about past lifetimes.

Before you say I am trying to dissuade you, I will also mention this additionally: Plato, Aristotle and others have mentioned the same about this subject. What did they mean?

That you must focus on this life. YOU ARE WHO YOU WERE ALWAYS. That is a big relief to know but this understanding will arise after at least "some" meditation, or at least meditation knowledge. That should relieve everyone. And yes, all your existence is stored somewhere too, in a level of your soul, which will eventually be understood and reached if you keep meditating.

The important aspect is to advance now, not to give yourself ever stranger theories.

In fact, in early stages of development, you are only setting up yourself to be lied to. What you "were" back then, you already "are" now again, and anything you need is already present here with yourself. The reflections of karmic situations reflecting from this level back then, to your life today, remain in many ways the same. The knowledge you had before is already there, and meditation and purely by spiritual advancement, you will be given this information.
But by this time, you will "know" most of this information for absolute real, most of this information will mean nothing to you. By mean nothing, I mean that you will already be on the appointed path of advancement that is the core issue here, rather than seek self-importance or self-deprecation points like you are in social media.

Yet, this information tends to come out progressively and by the time you will know many important things about "yourself", these won't matter anymore more than the rectifications of these things will matter [since these are in the past].

At a higher point of advancement where delusion is not necessary for one to feel better, you will see and experience who or what you "were", not as part of compensating for inner or external failure, but simply because you will need to continue on the path that you have been set upon and advance further.

Something to keep in mind strongly is this: You are indeed the very same person you were in your soul, back then and now. The changes between lifetimes can be minor. All one's focus should be, is to solve your issues that arise in THIS lifetime, and this will reverberate in all your past lifetimes. Due to the law of energies, these are already present where you are today.

In effect, as times and aeons change, and society changes, different ways of negative or other blocks may manifest. As humanity moves towards an advanced level, external life will change, but all issues residing in a soul will remain.

On a final note, one must remember this: In every practicing spiritual individual, who will take the path of Spiritual Satanism seriously, you will discover your own Godlike powers and your personal potential spiritually and otherwise, towards the Godhead. You don't need to be "anyone" else to succeed in this.

All you need is yourself, to meditate, and to heal your soul. The key to greatness is already in there. You don't need to be anyone else, but your own self.

Before closing this, I also want to mention something. Yes, the enemy does curse, and many may have had a "better" lifetime before, or others will have a "better" after. These imprints remain on the soul and they can resurface and so on. In the closeby future, the portion of curses that is on Spiritual Satanists as a whole [the striking majority is Satanic Souls and therefore has lived lifetimes and advanced before], will be lifted.

After this lifting, the souls are going to "breathe" better and you will feel free-er in
your path. Regardless, the so-called "karma" and work each soul has to do, remains an individual task. We can accelerate things, but this can never replace the work that needs to be done.

One must come to terms that one can control their mind and take control of this life to the best of their ability, and work towards becoming a God. This is the important and the holy subject we are bringing forth here. In the mind of this wise individual who has grasped it, lies that delay one will be looked upon either with contempt or be understood as useless.

The above occurs in time - but remember this; In this lifetime, as physics say, we are living on the "arrow of time". The arrow of time goes forward, not backward. 6 months wasted on you telling your internet friends about whatever, are 6 months wasted from developing true power.

We are all riding this arrow straight into time. Live your life, exist and advance. Do your most beautiful work on your soul and life now.
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